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| MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY

2 | D E L I B E R A T E AN D I N DE L I B E R A T E
HARMS

Recently, we argued that if fetuses are granted the moral status
of persons, then abortion is a public health crisis, justifying an

One of our key claims is the importance of Mill's harm principle in

2

abortion ban. William Simkulet has responded to our argument,

public health ethics, which states that “the only purpose for which

raising a number of criticisms. To begin with, he claims that our

power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized

estimate of the harm caused by abortion focuses on mortality,

community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.”5 It is a

and ignores the non‐lethal harm that COVID‐19 causes. Un-

justification for the state restricting our liberty of action, if harm to

fortunately, he confuses morbidity and mortality numerous

others will ensue.

1

times, 3 and does not seem to notice that we state morbidity is an

In this context, Simkulet raises concerns about what he describes

important consideration as well as mortality. Yes, we grant that

as our distinction between deliberate and indeliberate harm. He and

our comparison of COVID‐19 with abortion compares mortality,

others have described the problem of spontaneous abortion as a

not morbidity, but it is more difficult to quantify the harm of

significant health crisis that prolife advocates seem uninterested in

morbidity. In terms of years of life saved, preventing an abortion

acknowledging.6 We leverage this claim, arguing that if spontaneous

prevents far more harm than preventing a case of COVID‐19. In

abortion is a public health crisis, then so is induced abortion. How-

terms of non‐lethal harm, preventing a case of COVID‐19 will

ever, we distinguish between the two issues by stating that “no‐one

prevent more harm than preventing an abortion—there is not

is inflicting deliberate harm on miscarried fetuses, unlike induced

usually any non‐lethal harm associated with abortion.4 Our point

abortion.”7

is that they are both very serious public health crises, and it does

Simkulet rightly points out that many public health crises such

not matter to our argument which one is judged more harmful

as the COVID‐19 pandemic do not involve deliberate harms, and

overall.

claims this undermines our reasoning. Perhaps we should have

Simkulet also argues that our years of life saved harm cal-

been clearer here, but we did not (and do not) claim that in-

culations are contra to the prolife view that the immorality of

deliberate harms fall outside the scope of Mill's harm principle. We

abortion is based on the fetus's personhood. However, our entire

cited passive smoking bans and seat belt laws as examples of

argument is predicated on public health utility, not prolife views—

legislation justified by indeliberate harms. Rather, our point was

and on this basis, years of life saved is a major consideration. So,

that if the harm principle justifies restricting individual rights to

we do not believe these objections succeed.

prevent indeliberate harms, then it provides even greater
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justification for the restriction of individual rights to prevent de-

principle, public health ethics also justifies restricting “disconnect”

liberate harms (such as induced abortion).

abortions.

Spontaneous abortion, however, is very different to induced
abortion and pandemics. Contra Simkulet's claim that “more lives are
lost from spontaneous abortion than all other causes combined,”8

4 |

RAPE

spontaneous abortion is not a cause of death, but rather a term for
natural death of the fetus prior to 20 weeks' gestation.9 As we ex-

Rape is always a difficult topic in abortion ethics—it is clearly a highly

plain elsewhere,10 most causes of spontaneous abortion are not

harmful act, and the harm is likely to be compounded if a pregnancy

preventable, and so Mill's harm principle, which concerns restricting

ensues. However, Simkulet argues that our argument from public

liberty of action to prevent harm to others, seems inapplicable in

health ethics does not allow an “arbitrary, uncommon feature” such

these cases. It would make no sense to restrict individual rights when

as conception by rape to be made an exception.12 As it happens, we

doing so does nothing to prevent relevant harms.

do not believe an exception can be justified on the prolife view that

Of course, there is one way to radically reduce the number of

the fetus is a person,13 but here we are approaching the issue from a

spontaneous abortions, which Simkulet suggests—by compulsory

public health perspective. The overall goal (given our assumption that

vasectomies. There is, however, a crucial difficulty with this sugges-

fetuses are persons) is to reduce the abortion rate, and if allowing an

tion. Most accounts of harm are person‐affecting—they regard an act

exception for rape is conducive to this goal, then it might be justifi-

as harmful only if it makes things worse for a person. To make that

able. A non‐arbitrary feature of pregnancies from rape is that there is

judgement requires comparing their circumstances, with and without

(rightly) particular widespread public sympathy and deep concern for

the act occurring. Conception is unique in that it is responsible for a

women in these situations, and consequently it might be extremely

person's existence—if conception does not occur, the person does

difficult to enact restrictions that do not include such an exception.

not exist. We cannot compare a person's non‐existence with their
existence, and so preventing a person's existence cannot be said to
prevent harm.11 Consequently, Mill's harm principle again does not
apply, and so provides no justification for Simkulet's compulsory

5 | M AKI NG I NDU C ED ABORTI ON
SCARCE

vasectomy proposal.
Finally, Simkulet argues that “something is a public health crisis only if
it is common,”14 and sees this as a flaw in our argument. He is cer-
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tainly correct that on a public health basis, if induced abortion were
scarce, then it would no longer qualify as a public health issue that

Simkulet rightly claims that pregnancy demands a great deal from

requires abrogating individual rights. How scarce would induced

women, and argues that a fetus causes indeliberate harm to its mo-

abortion need to be? Simkulet himself suggests that the current

ther. In his view, therefore, maternal mortality and unwanted preg-

maternal mortality figures of 295,000 women each year is still a

nancy are also public health crises. There are two difficulties with

public health crisis, and so the target for alleviating a public health

these claims. First, Simkulet himself notes that maternal mortality is

crisis must be significantly below this. Reducing induced abortion

preventable by improving access to better quality healthcare, and this

numbers from an annual 73 million to a figure less than 295,000 is an

is clearly preferable to killing fetuses (given that we are assuming

almost unimaginable goal for prolife advocates. This would be seen as

they are persons). Second, it is highly disproportionate to harm a

a huge achievement, and therefore this does not seem to be a

fetus by killing it because of the harm it may cause to a woman who

significant flaw in our argument.

does not wish to gestate it to birth. There may be rare occasions
where the mother's life is threatened by her pregnancy, but legislation prohibiting abortion in general can allow for rare exceptions such
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as this.
Simkulet also raises so‐called “disconnect” abortions—abortions

Simkulet has helped us to clarify that we do not see a distinction

that do not directly kill the fetus, but remove it and allow it to die—

between deliberate and indeliberate harms in public health ethics.

as cases of indeliberate harm. We reject that assessment, but as we

However, this undermines much of his criticism of our argument.

agree that indeliberate harm is within the scope of the harm

We have also explained that Mill's harm principle is largely
inapplicable to spontaneous abortions. This does not entail that
spontaneous abortion is unimportant and should not be addressed—
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after all, most diseases are not the result of the actions of others.
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